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Dr. Buchinksy gave a talk in July 2014 at Eaton Center in Cleveland, OH to an audience of Eaton 

Employees about “Genes are Not Your Destiny”.   This talk is from science to self, taking a look at the 

scientific data that validates how lifestyle changes gene expression and therefore can either prevent 

disease or promote disease based on lifestyle choices.  It addresses the 4 biggies –smoking, poor food 

choices, inadequate physical activity and unmanaged stress and how these four factors cause 75% of 

chronic health conditions. 

Access the recording of this talk by clicking here.   

Access the presentation slides here. 

About Dr. Roy Buchinsky 

Dr. Roy Buchinsky has been the director of wellness for the University Hospitals Health System in 

Cleveland, Ohio since 2010 where he is responsible for designing and implementing wellness programs 

for employees, communities and corporations. 

He is board Certified in Internal Medicine and also in Integrative and Holistic Medicine which enables 

him to treat his patients with both traditional and integrative modalities addressing the mind-body and 

spirit. 

He went to medical school in Johannesburg, South Africa and completed his internship and residency at 

the Mount Sinai Hospital in Cleveland, Ohio where he was recognized with several awards for 

outstanding performance.  He was recently named the 2014 Distinguished Marketing and Sales award 

recipient by the Sales and Marketing Executives of Cleveland in honor of his community outreach work 

in the health and wellness field.  

He has been in private practice for 17 years and a leader of the UH Executive Physical examination that 

is offered to corporate leaders both locally and nationally. 

He has a passion for public speaking and also writes regular columns in the local newspapers focusing on 
lifestyle as medicine. Dr Buchinsky is a true advocate of health and wellness and walks the talk by 
running half marathons and playing tennis as much as possible.  
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